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Creating opportunities to connect our partners to succeed

SAAA offers CPD training for accountants, auditors, bookkeepers 

and tax practitioners. We offer a range of webinars, seminars, 

conferences and courses.

The CPD policy is compliant with IFAC IES7

All training offered by SAAA is recognised for CPD hours by the 

relevant professional bodies including: SAICA, AAT, ACCA, SAIPA, 

ICBA, SAIBA, IAC, IIA and CIMA.

About SAAA



CPD Subscribers gain access to various rewards

These can be accessed from your profile by logging in and 

navigating to your “My Rewards” > “Find out more” to see the 

reward partner benefits and claim it.

These rewards include discounts, reduced premiums and free stuff.

SAAA Rewards



Reward Partners



Seanego Phillemon Thupishi

Director at Seanego Accountants.
Has been in practice for more than 9 years.

He is Bap(SA), Independent Review Practitioner 
(SA), with Saiba, GTP (SA) with Sait.

Presenter



The webinar recording and presentation will be available at the end of the 
webinar within your SAAA profile.

These can be accessed from your profile by logging in and navigating to 
your “My Dashboard” > “View Events” and then clicking on “Links & 
Resources” next to the webinar title.

The webinar is available under the “Recording(s)” tab and the 
presentation under the “Files” tab.

Webinar Housekeeping



You can claim your CPD hours for this webinar at the end of the webinar 
within your SAAA profile.

This can be accessed from your profile by logging in and navigating to 
your “My Dashboard” > “View Events” and then clicking on “Links & 
Resources” next to the webinar title.

The “Claim My CPD” option is available under the “CPD” tab. Once 
claimed you will be able to view and download your certificate.

Claiming CPD Hours



Disclaimer

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this presentation 
and handouts, the presenters / authors, the organisers do not accept any 
responsibility for any opinions expressed by the presenters / author, 
contributors or correspondents, nor for the accuracy of any information 
contained in the handouts.

Copyright

Copyright of this material rests with SA Accounting Academy (SAAA) and the 
documentation or any part thereof, may not be reproduced either 
electronically or in any other means whatsoever without the prior written 
permission of SAAA.

Disclaimer



To ask questions and interact during the webinar please use the chat 
sidebar to the right of the video / presentation on the screen.

Feel free to ask your questions during the webinar in the chat, these will be 
address in the formal Q & A at the end of the presentation.

Ask Questions
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Quote xxx

The secret to success is to be 
ready for your opportunity 
when it comes.

- Benjamin Disraeli



Learning  Objectives.
➢ Preparing a complete Engagement Document
➢ Reviewing re-engamement.
➢ Managing the disengagement process

Overview
➢ How to review your client
➢ How to measure and exceed client expectations
➢ Developing strategies to provide a full range of quality services
➢ Knowing your client
➢ Ceasing the client relationship

Overview and learning objectives



Terms of the engagement 

It is in the interests of both the client and the 

practitioner that an engagement agreement is in 

Place.

This should before the engagement commences, to avoid 

misunderstandings with respect to the engagement.

The engagement process



The Engagement Process

The engagement letter

It is crucial to have a clear understanding of what the client 

relationship is about.

This is done in the form of an engagement letter; the letter 

will confirms the arrangement, provides the opportunity to 

clarify any uncertainties.



CONTENTS OF THE ENGAGEMENT LETTER

1.Purpose

2.Objective

3.Scope

4.Output

5.Responsibilities

6.Involvement of others

7.Fees

8.Ownership of documents

9.Confirmation



Contents of the Engagement Letter

1. Purpose

The engagement should be a way that client will 

understand the purpose of the practitioner and the 

terms of the engagement.



Contents of the Engagement Letter

2. Objectives of the engagement

A brief summary of the objectives of the engagement:

Limit the performance procedures to those related to the 

engagement.

Outline the kind of Engagement, Non-Assurance 

engagement, Review Engegement.



Contents of the Engagement Letter

3. Scope of Engagement

➢ Time period covered by the Engagement

➢ Period of Appointment

➢ Details of information to be provided by the client

➢ Transparency in terms of client operation



Contents of the Engagement Letter

4. Engagement output

➢ Expected timing

➢ Intendend use and distribution of report.



Contents of the Engagement Letter

5. Relevant Responsibilities

➢ Responsibilities of the practitioner

➢ Responsibilities of the client



Contents of the Engagement Letter

6. Involvement of others

➢ Where the work of another practitioner is to be

used , such details should be documented.



Contents of the Engagement Letter

7. Fees

➢ Being consistent with the manner in which the 

client will be charged.

➢ Time based method, monthly contract or 

otherwise



Contents of the Engagement Letter

8. Ownership of Documents

➢ Clarity as to who own the documentation 

produced as a result of engagement.

➢ In terms of dispute the engagement should 

clarify the manner and the procedure as to 

how the documents will be used over such 

dispute.



Contents of the Engagement Letter

9. Confirmation by Client

➢ Understanding of Engagement

➢ Confirmation should be in writing



Client Expectation

Client Expectation Management.

➢ Accessibility, Calls, emails and other means.

➢ Initiative

➢ Time

➢ Advices

➢ Showing the level of expertise



Client classification

➢ Period of Engagement

➢ Price

➢ Period of Returns and Annual Periods



Knowing your Client.

Why is it important to know your client.

➢ Building strong relationship.

➢ Strengthening your position

➢ Price becomes less of an issue

➢ Strengthening client loyalty

➢ Client retention



Developing Strategies to provide full 
range of Quality Services

➢ Know your market.

➢ Determine what your market consider

➢ Know your strength and weak point to can 

develop your capacity

➢ Referals in terms of other services



Benchmarking service Levels

➢ Use Peers

➢ Use of Survey



Review and Re-Engagement

➢ Use feedbacks to improve your services

➢ Review client relationship

➢ Re-Engage the client to improve yourself



Conflicts 

Conflict Management.

➢ Respond to clarify.

➢ Give more attention to details

➢ Don’t be defensive

➢ Seek Clarity

➢ State your position

➢ Maintain your Realtionship



Ceasing a client Relationship

At this moment in time your image, reputation 

and all your time invested in practice may be 

compromised in not done with due care.

The method I usually use:

➢ Increasing fees until the client leave.



Managing the disengagement process

➢ Communicating with the new practitioner.

➢ Communicate with client, know the reason of 

his departure

➢ Have all legislative or professional 

requirements around the disengagement of 

the client.



Thank you for your
participation



Q and A



Thank you for your
participation



Your source for accounting knowledge


